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Communicated by Pui-Yan Kwok
Autosomal ancestry informative markers (AIMs) are useful for inferring individual biogeographical ancestry
(I-BGA) and admixture. Ancestry estimates obtained from Y and mtDNA are useful for reconstructing
population expansions and migrations in our recent past but individual genomic admixture estimates are useful
to test for association of admixture with phenotypes, as covariate in association studies to control for
stratification and, in forensics, to estimate certain overt phenotypes from ancestry. We have developed a panel of
176 autosomal AIMs that can effectively distinguish I-BGA and admixture proportions from four continental
ancestral populations: Europeans, West Africans, Indigenous Americans, and East Asians. We present allele
frequencies for these AIMs in all four ancestral populations and use them to assess the global apportionment of
I-BGA and admixture diversity among some extant populations. We observed patterns of apportionment similar
to those described previously using sex and autosomal markers, such as European admixture for African
Americans (14.3%) and Mexicans (43.2%), European (65.5%) and East Asian affiliation (27%) for South
Asians, and low levels of African admixture (2.8–10.8%) mirroring the distribution of Y E3b haplogroups
among various Eurasian populations. Using simulation studies and pedigree analysis we show that I-BGA
estimates obtained using this panel and a four-population model has a high degree of precision (average root
mean square error [RMSE] 5 0.026). Using ancestry–phenotype associations we demonstrate that a large and
informative AIM panel such as this can help reduce false-positive and false-negative associations between
phenotypes and admixture proportions, which may result when using a smaller panel of less informative AIMs.
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INTRODUCTION
In a recent report, the Race, Ethnicity, and Genetics Working
Group of the National Human Genome Research Institute has
suggested using biogeographical ancestry (BGA) estimates instead
of racial, ancestral, or ethnic labels, as proxies to control for
population stratification [2005]. The main advantage of measuring
autosomal over uniparental ancestry lies in the ability to measure
admixture within individuals contributed by all of their ancestors
rather than just some of them. Individual BGA (I-BGA) estimates
can therefore be treated as continuous variables in regression
analyses to reconstruct aspects of our evolutionary past, infer
admixture dynamics and demographic histories in populations; and
provide a platform for correlating overt physical features and
quantitative disease phenotypes with elements of population
structure [Halder and Shriver, 2003; Shriver et al., 2003; Bonilla
et al., 2004a,b; Reiner et al., 2005]. Associations between
I-BGA and quantitative phenotypes help to deconstruct the
sources of variation that contribute to the disease risk (i.e., genetic
vs. environmental effects and gene–environment interactions) and
thereby identify genetic mechanisms underlying diseases [Molokhia et al., 2003; Reiner et al., 2005]. The power of clinical trial
r 2008 WILEY-LISS, INC.

designs can be significantly enhanced by using methods for
quantifying population structure that relates more closely to the
underlying biology of interest. Databases of I-BGA estimates and
carefully quantified phenotypes could also benefit the forensic
community and empirical methods may be used to estimate
aspects of physical appearance and ultimately to map genes for
normal traits (like eye, hair, and skin pigmentation) that are useful
for individualizing persons.
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There are relatively few genomic regions that differ substantially
among populations. Yet, based on continental origin and
ethnogeographic affiliation, some phenotypes (e.g., skin color,
height, facial features, and hair textures) exhibit substantial
variation as a function, seemingly, of genetic ancestry. Given the
substantial interindividual variability in admixture proportions
within most historically intermixed populations, the relationship
between overt phenotypes and genetic ancestry (or social
constructs) is tenuous. For example, dark skin color imparted by
eumelanin expression would not be a good indicator of West
African ancestry, since many other populations such as Australian,
Melanesian, and South Asians also express higher levels of
eumelanin and exhibit darker skin color. In other cases, cryptic
population structure contributed by recent ancestral admixture
can be common for many populations, yet not always appreciable
and certainly not quantifiable through self-assessment or visual
cues. Hence, the practice of binning persons into single population
groups can be inaccurate, and can confound genetic associations
contributing to both type I and II errors.
The goal of this study was to identify a panel of ancestry
informative markers (AIMs) that can distinguish between four
continental populations: Europe/Eurasia, Subequatorial Africa,
East Asia, and the Americas, and effectively infer I-BGA and
admixture proportions with respect to these groups. We selected
176 AIMs based on high d, FST, and locus-specific branch length
(LSBL) [Shriver et al., 2004] values and implemented maximum
likelihood (ML) and Bayesian methods to study the distribution of
I-BGA and admixture proportions in several extant populations.
We have observed that for some of the populations like those in
the Americas, these markers provide very reliable ancestry
estimates, while for other populations the panel serves to identify
genetic similarity, rather than direct ancestry components. Our
results suggest that a four-population model, may adequately
describe global human genomic diversity for many applications,
but not for all. Our results suggest no justification that there
contemporaneously existed only four genetically defined races (or
basic populations) segregated to the main continents of Africa,
Eurasia, East Asia, and the Americas. Rather the markers and
methods described here collapse individual human ancestry into
such a model because it is convenient for use with many extant
populations descended from the ancestral populations described in
this way, and its elements neatly comport with various phenotypes.
In many other populations these AIMs will provide a reasonable
estimate of genetic structure. This report builds upon previously
published AIM panels suitable for I-BGA and admixture analysis
on a continental level [Shriver et al., 1997, 2003; Parra et al.,
1998; Collins-Schramm et al., 2002; Bonilla et al., 2004a, b; Smith
et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2005], but, is significantly larger and more
accurate, and is the first autosomal AIM panel to be extensively
validated with respect to both theoretical and empirical performance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Population Samples
Ancestral samples were selected from 100 unrelated individuals
representing each of the four ancestral groups: West Africans (AF)
from Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and Central African Republic [Parra
et al., 2001]; Europeans (self-identified ‘‘Caucasians’’) (EU) from
different U.S. locales; East Asian (EA) samples obtained from the
Coriell cell repository (http://ccr.coriell.org) and first/second
generation Asian Americans from different U.S. locales; and
Indigenous Americans (IA) represented with samples obtained

from Mixtec and Nahua persons from Guerrero, Mexico [Bonilla
et al., 2005]. At the time of ascertainment a pedigree
questionnaire was used, in which each subject described
themselves, their parents, and all grandparents as belonging to
either ‘‘African,’’ ‘‘American Indian,’’ ‘‘Asian,’’ ‘‘Caucasian,’’ or
‘‘Other’’ groups, with the option of reporting ‘‘Don’t know’’. Since
our ancestral sample selection was based on nongenetic characteristics we used the program STRUCTURE [Pritchard et al.,
2000; Falush et al., 2003] with a four-population model to identify
and exclude ancestral individuals who showed 415% affiliation
with a second population. We identified individuals who were
outliers in tests with several marker panels (30, 71, and 176 AIMs)
and they were subsequently excluded from further analyses. The
final ancestral groups consisted of 70 AF, 66 EU, 67 IA, and 68
EA, and allele frequencies in these groups were determined by
standard gene counting methods. Since we were working with
AIMs with high minor allele frequencies, calculations showed that
these population sizes were generally adequate to estimate allele
frequencies with a standard error of less than 3%. After excluding
outliers we reclassified individuals using STRCUTURE (without
prior population assignment) and confirmed each sample exhibited
485% genomic affiliation with one ancestral group.
Individuals used in studies of I-BGA and admixture distribution
were obtained from various locations and are listed in Table 1
along with collection sites and sample sizes. Besides samples from
the Coriell cell repository, all individuals self-identified as
belonging to specific populations. Individual blood/DNA samples
(when obtained outside of Coriell) were collected under IRB
guidelines for the purposes of genetic studies of human genetic
variation and written informed consent was obtained prior to
ascertainment. The study was carried out in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki [2000] of the World Medical Association.
Marker Selection
AIMs were identified in two stages by screening publicly
available databases. Candidate SNPs were genotyped in ancestral
population samples and of these a panel of 176 AIMs was selected.
First, 400 AIMs, most with minor allele frequency 40.10, and
each with d40.4 between any two groups were selected from
previously published data on 27,000 SNPs in three populations:
European American, African American, and East Asian [Akey
et al., 2002]. From these, 71 AIMs that had d >0.4 and produced
consistent results on the genotyping platform (described later),
were chosen such that the summed d across all population pairs
was of optimal balance (since the AIMs were high minor-allele
frequency SNPs, the d is of similar magnitude to the FST, which is
the d corrected for heterozygosity). In the second phase, 105
additional AIMs were selected to enrich the panel for markers
with greater power to distinguish among EU, IA, and EA
populations. LSBL values derived from FST estimates, were used
to screen the previous set of 27,000 SNPs and a second set of
14,548 SNPs [Kennedy et al., 2003] typed in European American,
African American, and East Asian populations. In lieu of a specific
cutoff, 100 SNPs with the highest LSBL values in each ancestral
group (EU, IA, and EA) (300 total) were selected. These were
genotyped in the ancestral samples and the final 105 markers that
provided consistent genotyping clusters and reproducible results
were chosen. When selecting the second set of markers we also
attempted to include only those that did not skew the balance of
the total panel towards any one group (based on very high LSBL
values for one population compared to the others). No a priori rule
was established to set the distance between SNPs, since genomic
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Location and Sample Size of Populations of Known, Self-Identi¢ed Ethnicities Used for Studying I-BGA and Admixture Distribution,
Using 176 AIMs
Mean (SD) ML estimates

Population (N)

Location

European American (207)
African American (136)

US

a

US

a

North African (7)

Coriell

North European (10)

Coriell

Irish (17)
Icelandic (12)

Irelandb
Coriell

Greek (18)

Coriell, USa

Iberians (9)

Coriell

Basque (10)

Coriell

Italian (12)

Coriell

Turkish (40)

Turkeya, Usa

Ashkenazi Jews (10)

Coriell

Middle East v1 (9)

Coriell

Middle East v2 (11)

Coriell

South Asian (South Indian) (56)

Indiaa

South Asian (Patels, India) (8)

Indiaa

Chinese (10)

Coriell

Japanese (10)

Coriell

Atayal (10)

Coriell

South East Asian (11)

Coriell

Paci¢c Islander (7)

Coriell

Australian Aboriginal (8)

Coriell

American Indian1 (223)

Coriell

American Indian2 (170)

Coriell

Mean (SD) ADMIXMAP estimates

EU

AF

EA

IA

EU

AF

EA

IA

0.905
(0.1)
0.143
(0.133)
0.774
(0.058)
0.97
(0.036)
0.964
(0.043)
0.938
(0.055)
0.904
(0.04)
0.788
(0.21)
0.93
(0.052)
0.868
(0.089)
0.853
(0.054)
0.868
(0.058)
0.881
(0.097)
0.822
(0.11)
0.589
(0.089)
0.655
(0.077)
0.07
(0.09)
0.011
(0.016)
0.05
(0.016)
0.08
(0.111)
0.247
(0.16)
0.635
(0.105)
0.413
(0.358)
0.266
(0.276)

0.03
(0.058)
0.796
(0.14)
0.015
(0.073)
0.01
(0.021)
0.07
(0.021)
0.012
(0.022)
0.048
(0.042)
0.066
(0.071)
0.023
(0.036)
0.032
(0.048)
0.023
(0.032)
0.047
(0.039)
0.028
(0.056)
0.108
(0.089)
0.051
(0.047)
0.04
(0.065)
0

0.028
(0.049)
0.028
(0.06)
0.056
(0.054)
0.019
(0.03)
0.012
(0.027)
0.008
(0.014)
0.017
(0.053)
0.04
(0.076)
0.08
(0.025)
0.027
(0.055)
0.073
(0.067)
0.02
(0.049)
0.048
(0.073)
0.045
(0.057)
0.269
(0.107)
0.25
(0.103)
0.98
(0.024)
0.953
(0.042)
0.976
(0.042)
0.822
(0.148)
0.506
(0.213)
0.252
(0.067)
0.067
(0.086)
0.082
(0.032)

0.038
(0.061)
0.033
(0.051)
0.02
(0.034)
0.04
(0.014)
0.017
(0.041)
0.043
(0.05)
0.047
(0.048)
0.107
(0.167)
0.039
(0.041)
0.073
(0.059)
0.051
(0.06)
0.066
(0.036)
0.042
(0.051)
0.026
(0.063)
0.031
(0.088)
0.055
(0.033)
0.013
(0.025)
0.032
(0.04)
0.019
(0.042)
0.063
(0.067)
0.21
(0.117)
0.103
(0.127)
0.476
(0.338)
0.611
(0.27)

0.966
(0.02)
0.182
(0.155)
0.853
(0.075)
0.981
(0.006)
0.978
(0.007)
0.966
(0.014)
0.952
(0.038)
0.856
(0.171)
0.961
(0.016)
0.965
(0.017)
0.96
(0.016)
0.947
(0026)
0.949
(0.056)
0.9
(0.07)
0.723
(0.112)
0.304
(0.033)
0.03
(0.015)
0.031
(0.014)
0.027
(0.012)
0.142
(0.094)
0.425
(0.022)
0.321
0.04
0.448
(0.345)
0.338
(0.276)

0.016
(0.015)
0.773
(0.161)
0.131
(0.073)
0.008
(0.004)
0.008
(0.004)
0.022
(0.011)
0.028
(0.033)
0.055
(0.074)
0.026
(0.017)
0.013
(0.007)
0.014
(0.01)
0.034
(0.022)
0.021
(0.038)
0.069
(0.063)
0.045
(0.042)
0.417
(0.042)
0.006
(0.003)
0.005
(0.002)
0.008
(0.003)
0.027
(0.034)
0.371
(0.02)
0.347
0.031
0.03
(0.109)
0.019
(0.045)

0.006
(0.003)
0.018
(0.053)
0.006
(0.002)
0.005
(0.002)
0.005
(0.002)
0.004
(0.002)
0.005
(0.002)
0.015
(0.013)
0.005
(0.002)
0.006
(0.002)
0.009
(0.006)
0.006
(0.004)
0.01
(0.012)
0.01
(0.008)
0.141
(0.115)
0.265
(0.055)
0.949
(0.018)
0.941
(0.021)
0.945
(0.019)
0.81
(0.115)
0.187
(0.026)
0.317
0.028
0.039
(0.063)
0.048
(0.068)

0.012
(0.003)
0.028
(0.035)
0.01
(0.002)
0.006
(0.002)
0.003
(0.004)
0.007
(0.004)
0.016
(0.012)
0.074
(0.015)
0.007
(0.004)
0.017
(0.012)
0.017
(0.018)
0.012
(0.009)
0.02
(0.014)
0.021
(0.013)
0.091
(0.072)
0.014
(0.003)
0.016
(0.008)
0.023
(0.016)
0.021
(0.019)
0.022
(0.017)
0.017
(0.005)
0.015
0.002
0.482
(0.332)
0.595
(0.276)

0.04
(0.018)
0
0.036
(0.073)
0.037
(0.045)
0.01
(0.024)
0.037
(0.124)
0.022
(0.053)

Mean and standard deviation of I-BGA and admixture estimates in each population is indicated.Text in bold indicates the ancestral group with highest contribution to a given

population.
Samples collected by authors for study purposes.

a,b

coverage was not the main criteria for selecting the markers. The
final marker panel is listed in Supplementary Table S1 (available
online at http://www.interscience.wiley.com/jpages/1059–7794/
suppmat).
DNA Isolation and Genotyping
DNA was isolated from circulating lymphocytes using QIAamp
96 DNABlood kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) or from buccal swabs
using QIAamp DNA mini kit (Qiagen). PCR primers for the
chosen markers were ascertained from dbSNP (www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP). PCR was done using the single-base
primer extension protocol in a tagged fluorescent assay using the
25 K SNPstream ultra-high-throughput genotyping system (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA). Primers for amplification and
extension are presented in Supplementary Table S2. Quality
control for genotypes was achieved through the use of a modified
version of the control software supplied with the Beckman system,

and relied on the observation of strong genotype clusters and clear
distinction between clusters corresponding to the XX, YY, and XY
genotype classes. Quality assurance was achieved through
repeated genotyping and statistical analysis of five control
individuals (one EU, one African American, one Mexican, one
Hispanic, and one EA). Departures from independence in allelic
state within and between all pairwise combinations of unlinked
loci were examined using a permutation-based test implemented in
the MLD program [Zaykin et al., 1995]. Allele frequencies and
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) were ascertained using the
Genepop software [Raymond and Rousset, 1995].
Calculating I-BGA
An ML and a Bayesian method were used to compute I-BGA
and admixture proportions. To implement the ML method we
wrote a program based on the ML algorithm described by Hanis
et al. [1986]. Since a four-population ancestral model was assumed
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for each sample, we devised a method for efficiently parsing the
entire four-dimensional likelihood space. Using the multilocus
genotypes of each sample, we first calculated each of the four
possible three-way admixture models and chose the three-way
model with the highest likelihood. For samples for which a oneway or two-way model was most appropriate (such as 100% EA),
the algorithm efficiently converges on the most likely estimate
within the most likely three-way model (e.g., 100% EA, 0% IA,
and 0% AF). When the second-best three-way model fell within
one log of the best three-way model, the confidence intervals for
the genotype (2X, 5X, and 10X, which, given a bivariate Gaussian
distribution for the estimates, correspond to 88%, 95%, and 98%
confidence intervals, respectively) by definition extended into
four-dimensions and the MLE was then calculated assuming a
more computationally intensive four-population model. This grid
method was used for all ML analyses of world populations, unless
mentioned otherwise. For Bayesian calculations, we used the
ADMIXMAP program with the ‘‘prior allele frequencies’’ model
[McKeigue et al., 2000; Hoggart et al., 2003, 2004].

Puerto Rican Sample Data Analysis
The AIMs were genotyped in 64 Puerto Rican women from New
York, NY who had previously been analyzed for ancestry-phenotype
associations using fewer AIMs [Bonilla et al., 2004b]. The ML IBGA estimates obtained using both the most likely three-population
model (e.g., EU-AF-IA) and the four-population model (EU-AF-IAEA) were compared to study the performance of the algorithm
previously described. Admixture stratification was evaluated using
the Individual Ancestry Correlation Test (IACT) [Shriver et al.,
2005]. The program 3LOCUS (from Dr. J.C. Long et al. [1995])
was used to estimate pairwise haplotype frequencies and calculate
the significance of allelic association between pairs of unlinked loci.
Statistical analyses were performed using standard tests
implemented in the program SPSS v13 (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL). I-BGA estimates obtained under different models were
compared using t-tests and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.
Linear regression models were used to test the effect of ancestry on
skin pigmentation (measured as the Melanin [M] index) and bone
mineral density (BMD).

Simulations and Pedigree Analysis
Simulated data were used to explore the bias of I-BGA estimates
obtained using the current AIM panel and the ML algorithm. Bias
is the result of statistical uncertainty caused by the continuous
nature of the allele frequencies from population to population. A
program, SimSample, was written to simulate individuals (as sets
of multilocus genotypes) using ancestral allele frequencies
(description of the algorithm is provided in the Supplementary
Appendix). We first simulated 2000 unadmixed individuals
representing each ancestral population. Next, 260 individuals
each with ancestry from two to four ancestral populations were
simulated for whom the exact proportion of alleles inherited from
each ancestral population was noted. This expected ancestry was
compared to the ML I-BGA estimates computed. A total of 12
individuals from a three-generation pedigree were genotyped and
their ML I-BGA was computed.

RESULTS
Characterization of AIMs and Ancestral Samples
We selected 176 AIMs from four continental populations and
identified relatively unadmixed individuals (Fig. 1) to estimate
ancestral allele frequencies. Allele frequencies for each population,
their chromosomal location and map distance, pairwise d and FST
values and amplification primers are shown in Supplementary
Tables S1 and S2. All markers were in HWE and pairwise linkage
equilibrium in each ancestral group. This panel is most informative
for distinguishing between African and non-African populations
(sum of marker specific FST: 27.3–36.8) and least informative for
distinguishing between IA and EA ancestry (sum of marker
specific FST: 12.03). Using Bayesian approaches, ancestry information evaluated using total pairwise Fisher information content
(f value: McKeigue et al. [2000]) was 76.9 (AF-EU), 97.9

STRUCTURE analysis of ancestral samples. All individuals with o85% a⁄liation with the primary group were excluded
from the ¢nal analyses. Final set included 70 AF (red bars), 67 IA (green bars), 66 EU (blue bars), and 68 EA (yellow bars) individuals. Bars with more than one color depict some of the individuals who were discarded from the ¢nal analysis and are shown here for
comparison purposes only.

FIGURE 1.
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(AF-EA), 89.4 (AF-IA), 61.7 (EU-EA), 52.8 (EU-IA), and 32.5
(EA-IA), which correspond to average pairwise d of 0.307 (AF-EU),
0.365 (AF-EA), 0.323 (AF-IA), 0.298 (EU-EA), 0.257 (EU-IA), and
0.178 (EA-IA). As a first test of discrimination power of the marker
panel, we recalculated the I-BGA of each ancestral individual
(excluding those with substantial admixture) using the allele
frequencies inferred from the same samples and observed ancestral
individuals to cluster closely together (Supplementary Fig. S1).
Since ML I-BGA estimates can be influenced by incorrectly
specified ancestral allele frequencies (due to sampling bias), we
evaluated how the ML I-BGA may change when using such
altered allele frequencies. We modified allele frequencies of 60
AIMs with the highest EA-IA FST to reduce the FST of each
marker by 20% and recalculated the ML I-BGA estimates for 31
individuals (with high EA and IA I-BGA). The average difference
in I-BGA estimates using the original and modified sets of AIMs
was only 1.7% (data not shown).
Simulation Studies
Simulation studies were used to quantify the level of bias
imposed by the continuous nature of the allele frequency
distributions and statistical uncertainty inherent to the MLE
algorithm. For this, we assumed ancestral allele frequencies are
correctly specified, and a measurement of statistical error (SE)
represents an estimate of bias that is distinct from the type of error
caused by deficiencies in our choice of the population model and/
or ancestral representatives. SE was measured as the average
proportion of outside group admixture in simulated unadmixed
individuals and defined as either ‘‘population SE’’ (total ancestry
from all noncontributing populations to an unadmixed individual)
or ‘‘ancestry SE’’ (the total contribution from one noncontributing
population to all other populations). In four samples (representing
four ancestral populations), each with 2,000 simulated genomes,
average I-BGA showed 495% affiliation with the expected group
(Table 2) and established the average population SE at o5%.
Ancestry SE was also o5%, as none of the populations were
measured to contribute 45% across all other populations
combined. Both error estimates varied across ancestral populations, with levels of individual (not population) admixture o5%
being less reliable for indicating definitive admixture from another
group. The lowest admixture proportions above which there is a
95% certainty of true affiliation (Table 3) ranged from o3% to
12.5% depending on the population and reflects the information
content of our AIM panel as well as the genetic distances between
the groups.
Next, I-BGA was estimated in 260 simulated individuals of
varying EU, AF, IA, and EA admixture proportions. We found
minimal departure between expected and calculated admixture
proportions (Table 4), as evidenced by the strong correlations

TABLE 2.

Mean (ML) I-BGA Estimates in Simulated Unadmixed Individuals
From Each Parental Population 

N 5 2,000
African
Indigenous American
European
Asian
Ancestry SE

AF

IA

EU

EA

Population SE

0.98
0
0.004
0
0.004

0.002
0.967
0.017
0.03
0.049

0.01
0.012
0.964
0.014
0.036

0.008
0.021
0.015
0.956
0.044

0.02
0.033
0.036
0.044

‘‘Population error’’ or the total ancestry from the noncontributing populations, and

‘‘Ancestry error’’ or total contribution from one noncontributing population to other
populations in the analysis are both low (Po0.05).
AF,West African; EU, European; IA, Indigenous American; EA, East Asian; SE, statistical error.
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TABLE 3. Threshold of A⁄liation Percentages for Samples of Polarized,
BinaryA⁄liation, Above Which Results Indicate Fractional A⁄liation
With 95% Con¢dence 

African
Indigenous American
European
Asian

AF

IA

EU

EA

o0.03
o0.03
0.035
o0.03

o0.03
o0.03
0.1
0.125

0.07
0.075
o0.03
0.08

0.05
0.115
0.09
o0.03

Po0.05 for all.These results indicate that an Asian individual can show up to 12.5%

IA admixture due to bias when using the current marker panel.
AF,West African; EU, European; IA, Indigenous American; EA, East Asian.

TABLE 4.

Admixture Proportions in 260 Simulated Genomes Each With
Ancestry From at LeastTwo of the Ancestral Groups

Ancestry axis
IA
EU
EA
AF

Expected mean7SD

Observed mean7SD

P

0.26270.019
0.49170.024
0.12470.01
0.11270.018

0.2770.019
0.48670.023
0.13270.01
0.12170.017

0.199
0.347
0.092
0.754

Mean7SD for each ancestral group. P values of t-test indicate nonsigni¢cant di¡erences in mean.

between expected and calculated I-BGA (R2 5 0.99 [AF], 0.94
[EU], 0.89 [IA], and 0.77 [EA]), small root mean square of
differences between expected and calculated I-BGA (average root
mean square error [RMSE] 5 0.026) and nonsignificant differences in mean for each ancestry axis.

Pedigree Analyses
Using pedigree analyses we tested the effect of segregation on
I-BGA estimates inferred using these AIMs. A typical threegeneration pedigree is shown in Figure 2, which depicts the ratios
obtained for a family of confirmed paternity (using short tandem
repeat [STR] tests) with substantial EU/IA admixture. Two of the
first generation individuals, Patients III and IV, were self-reported
European-Americans with significant IA admixture (ascertained
using current AIMs). I-BGA proportions in their son (Patient IX)
and daughter (Patient X) conform to the law of independent
assortment. The son’s spouse (Patient VIII) self-reported as a
‘‘Hispanic’’ from Mexico; her BGA was 71% IA, 12% AF, and 7%
EU. IA and EU admixture proportions in each of the children of
Patients IX and X (Patients XI, XII, and XIII) were approximately
intermediate to those of the parents, again consistent with the law
of independent assortment. We noted considerable variance in
estimates among siblings, Patients V, VI, VII, and VIII, notably
with respect to EA and AF admixture. The father of these siblings
was reported to have exhibited African pigmentation and hair
texture phenotypes, and reported as of partial African ancestry.
Since the variance of I-BGA estimates in siblings is a function of
the age of the admixture in the parents (or how the ancestral
segments are clustered along the chromosomes of the parents),
and the relatively recent African contribution to the Mexican
population, the variance among these siblings is most likely a
function of chromosomal sampling during independent assortment. The father was not available for additional testing and we
were unable to directly test effects of independent assortment in
these particular individuals. Based on the simulation results, which
establish 411.5% EA admixture in an IA background as
significant at the 95% confidence level, Patients V and VII are
most likely to have some EA I-BGA.
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FIGURE 2. Admixture analysis in a three-generation pedigree. Estimated I-BGA using the four-population model is shown as EA
(black), EU (light grey), IA (dark grey), and AF (white) proportions. Patient I is of primarily of IA ancestry while Patients II, III, and
IV are primarily of European descent.

Survey of World Populations Using Individual BGA
Estimates
We examined I-BGA proportions in several populations
(Table 1) to study the global apportionment of diversity in
admixture determined with this panel and population model. The
apportionment of genetic diversity estimated using the ML and
Bayesian methods implemented in ADMIXMAP were highly
concordant indicating robustness of the AIM panel to analytical
approaches (Table 1). Values of average I-BGA estimates (Table 1;
Fig. 3) indicate that individuals from Europe, the Middle East, and
South Asia have high EU genetic ancestry with increasing
admixture moving from Northwestern Europe to South Asia (Fig.
3, ML estimates; ADMIXMAP estimates in Supplementary Figure
S2). In Mediterranean and Middle Eastern populations, AF
admixture increases proportionately farther south into North
Africa and Southeast into Asia. This distribution appeared to
mirror that for the ‘‘African’’ Y chromosome E3b haplogroup
[Underhill et al., 2001; Jobling et al., 2003; Cruciani et al., 2004].
Populations from East and Southeast Asia affiliate primarily with
EA and have increasing non-EA admixture outside of China
toward Southeast Asia. African Americans revealed European
admixture levels consistent with previous reports [Chakraborty and
Weiss, 1986] as did Hispanics [Bonilla et al., 2005]. EA admixture
increased in Eurasian populations along a Northwest to Southeast
axis, and admixture levels in South Asians were comparable to
previous reports from classical blood group markers [Chakraborty,
1986] (where IA and EA admixture were combined into a
‘‘Mongoloid’’ group) though the lower levels in continental
European part of this gradient were not reproduced by the
ADMIXMAP program (Table 1; compare Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Fig. S2). East Asian affiliation among Eurasian populations thus
deserve a more cautious interpretation, in terms of genetic distance
and shared ancestry rather than in terms of direct ancestral
relationships implied by our choice of ancestral group nomenclature. Interestingly, Aboriginal Australian individuals affiliated with
other populations from Eurasia, exhibiting predominantly EU

ancestry similar to South Asians (Table 1; Fig. 3). I-BGA in
Oceanic (Pacific island) populations (Table 1; Fig. 3) were similar
to those observed previously using autosomal STR AIMs and
Bayesian methods [Rosenberg et al., 2002] with simpler population
models, but this previous report identified the Oceanic populations
as a separate cluster when a five-population model was used.
Distribution of (ML) I-BGA estimates on triangle plots (using
self-identified population affiliation to group individuals) illustrate
substructure, as measured by interindividual genomic variation
(Fig. 4). Northern European individuals clustered as a subpopulation but Middle Eastern individuals with higher average non-EU
admixture showed greater interindividual variation in I-BGA (Fig.
4A), and Greeks and Italians clustered at intermediate coordinates
between the populations derived from more northern and
southern regions. European Americans and continental Europeans
revealed similar I-BGA profiles (Fig. 4B) but differed in that
415% EA, AF, and IA admixture was more frequently observed
for the former. Non-EA admixture was exceptionally low among
the Chinese, Japanese, and Atayal, but significant in Southeast
Asians, South Asians, and Pacific Islanders (Fig. 4C). Ancestral
AF individuals had almost no non-AF admixture, while Puerto
Ricans, African Americans, and North Africans had significantly
higher non-AF admixture (Fig. 4D). Among these populations too
there was a notable clustering of individuals into groups with
greater interindividual variation accompanying higher average
admixture proportions.
On average, the group labeled as ‘‘Hispanics’’ was approximately
0.5 EU–0.5 IA (Fig. 4E), but some individuals were of almost
100% EU and some 100% IA. In self-identified American Indians,
individuals residing on U.S. government-recognized reservations
who claimed to be ‘‘4half-blood’’, generally showed high IA
ancestry (Fig. 4F), whereas individuals from those same reservations who claimed to be ‘‘ohalf-blood’’ generally showed lower but
still significant IA admixture. In contrast, individuals living
outside of federally recognized reservations, in two urban locations,
showed relatively low IA ancestry, despite claims of substantial
American Indian ancestry by some individuals.
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Distribution of average ML I-BGA proportions in di¡erent global populations. P indicates ancestral population sample
used for all analyses. 1) Indigenous American (includes both recognized and unrecognized tribes); 2) Indigenous American (without
individuals from recognized tribes); 3) Indigenous American (ancestral IA); 4) Puerto Ricans; 5) African American; 6) European American; 7) Icelandic; 8) Irish; 9) Northern European;10) European (ancestral);11) Iberian;12) Basque;13) North African;14) Italian;15)
Greek; 16) Turkish; 17) Ashkenazi Jews; 18) Middle Eastern (version 1); 19) Middle Eastern (version 2); 20) Indians (Patel); 21) South
Asian (South Indians); 22) East Asian (ancestral); 23) Chinese; 24) Japanese; 25) Atayal; 26) South East Asian; 27) Paci¢c Islander;
28) Australian Aboriginal; and 29) Sub-Saharan African (ancestral).

FIGURE 3.

Admixture Analysis in Puerto Ricans
and I-BGA^Phenotype Associations
To study ancestry–phenotype associations, we reanalyzed data
on 64 Puerto Rican women [Bonilla et al., 2004b]. The current
AIM panel has higher cumulative d [EU-AF: 56.6, IA-AF: 59.7,
and EU-IA: 47.1] compared to the previous panel of 35 AIMs used
by Bonilla et al. [2004b] [EU-AF: 14.4, IA-AF: 16.6, and EU-IA:
11.7]. Using the same three-population model (EU-AF-IA) as
Bonilla et al. [2004b], the mean7standard deviation (SD) in this
analysis was 0.5670.21 EU, 0.3370.24 AF, and 0.1170.09 IA,
which was not significantly different for EU and AF but was
significantly lower (Po0.0001) for mean IA.
I-BGA computed using all four ancestral populations had a
mean7SD of 0.5570.2 EU, 0.3370.25 AF, 0.0970.08 IA, and
0.0470.06AS (Fig. 4C). Estimates obtained with the three- and
four-population models were highly correlated (R2 5 0.998 [EU],
1.0 [AF], and 0.889 [IA]; Po0.0001 for all). In individuals who
had nonzero EA admixture in the four-population model (50%),
EA I-BGA estimates appeared to result from splitting of IA
estimates obtained with the three-population model. Only six
individuals had significant EA admixture (412% EA).
In congruence with the previous report [Bonilla et al., 2004b],
we detected admixture stratification in the sample. 9.5% of
unlinked markers showed significant association (Po0.01), in
which only 5% were expected to associate by chance and
significant correlation was observed between I-BGA estimates
obtained using nonsyntenic AIM panels (Table 5).
Skin pigmentation (measured as the melanin index) was
associated positively with AF (R2 5 0.51) and negatively with
EU (R2 5 0.42) and IA (R2 5 0.19; Po0.0001 for all) admixture.
IA I-BGA had not been associated with skin pigmentation in the
previous analysis [Bonilla et al., 2004b]. With the four-population
model, skin pigmentation was also associated positively with AF
(R2 5 0.54) and negatively with EU and IA (R2 5 0.47, 0.11,
respectively; Po0.0001 for all), but not with EA (P 5 0.188).
Excluding six individuals with substantial EA admixture did not
substantially alter the results. BMD, which had previously

associated with EU admixture, did not show any association with
EU (or any other ancestral group) in this study.

DISCUSSION
We present a panel of 176 AIMs for inferring I-BGA and
admixture proportions from four continents that adds to and
extends the list of previously described SNP AIMs. Our goal was to
develop a single panel of AIMs, which can be used to infer I-BGA
and genetic structure in different populations. Theoretical [Pfaff
et al., 2001; Tsai et al., 2005] and empirical [Tian et al., 2006]
evidence indicates that a genome-spanning panel of 100 to 160
AIMs provides reasonably robust I-BGA estimates. Results from
our simulation studies and pedigree analysis show that this panel of
176 AIMs provides reliable estimates of continental admixture (or
genetic structure), with low SE thresholds and relative robustness
to misspecified ancestral allele frequencies. We have demonstrated
the utility and applications of this AIM panel in inferring
admixture related stratification and ancestry–phenotype associations by studying several extant populations and reanalyzing
previous data sets. This panel is not meant for genome wide
admixture mapping, which would require substantially more
markers [Tian et al., 2006, Smith et al., 2004] but is a tool that
will be useful in various studies of genetic structure.
The ancestry information for the current AIM panel is
comparable to that of previously described panels (e.g., 199 SNP
and deletion/insertion polymorphism (DIP) AIMs in Yang et al.
[2005]). Some smaller AIM panels previously described have
higher average allele frequency differences for some of the
population pairs (e.g., the Smith et al. [2004] panels contained
four partially overlapping marker sets targeting specific populations) but, in contrast, our aim was to develop a single
comprehensive panel that could be used as a standard for many
studies. Since a relatively balanced AIM panel is required to avoid
skewing I-BGA estimates along a particular ancestry-axis (especially with models involving more than two ancestral groups), we
restricted pairwise differential in certain dimensions (i.e., EU-AF)
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Distribution of I-BGA in di¡erent populations: A: European (green: Northern European; red: North African; yellow: AshkenaziJews; and white: Greeks andTurkish), and Middle Eastern (green) populations (versions 1 and 2 from Coriell) on the tetrahedron
plot. Each triangle within tetrahedron represents three-way admixture models: EU-AF-IA (¢lled circles): EA-IA-EU (open squares),
EU-AF-EA (open circles). B: Self-identi¢ed U.S. Caucasians (blue) European ancestral individuals (red) and Continental Europeans
(green) using three-way admixture models: EU-AF-IA (¢lled circles) EA-IA-EU (open squares) EU-AF-EA (open circles). C: Asian and
Paci¢c Island populations: Chinese (red), Japanese (blue), South East Asian (green), South Asian (yellow), and Paci¢c Islander
(white) under three-way admixture models: EA-IA-EU (¢lled circles), EA-IA-AF (open squares), EU-AF-IA (open triangles), and
EU-AF-EA (open circles). D: Populations of African ancestry:West African parentals (red), African Americans (blue), North Africans
(green), and Puerto Ricans (yellow) using three-way admixture models: EU-AF-IA (¢lled circles), EA-IA-EU (open squares), EA-IA-AF
(open triangles), and EU-AF-EA (open circles). E: Hispanics under three-way admixture models: EU-AF-IA (¢lled circles), EA-IA-EU
(open squares), and EU-AF-EA (open circles). F: Populations of self-reported Indigenous American ancestry: 40.5 blood Amerindians from recognized (R) tribes (red), 40.5 blood Amerindians from nonrecognized (NR) tribes (blue), o0.5 blood Amerindians
from R tribes (green), and o0.5 blood Amerindians from NR tribes (yellow). Admixture estimates calculated under three-way admixture models: EU-AF-IA (¢lled circles), EA-IA-EU (open squares), EA-IA-AF (open triangles), and EU-AF-EA (open circles).

FIGURE 4.

in order to obtain comparable information across other population
pairs (such as IA-EA). Some previous reports have argued that
fewer markers can detect population stratification, differentiate
between extant, rather than ancestral population groups, and
assign group memberships to individuals [Bamshad et al., 2003;
Lao et al., 2006]. Smaller marker sets are associated with lower

information content and larger standard errors and as our analysis
of the Puerto Rican data shows, higher information content may
provide a more precise understanding of ancestry–phenotype
associations by reducing false negatives (as in the IA and I-BGAskin pigmentation association in Puerto Ricans) and false positives
(as in the EU admixture-BMD association). Admixed models with
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TABLE 5.

Individual Admixture CorrelationTests in Puerto Ricans Under
theThree-Population Model

Ancestral axis
IA
EU
AF

R2

P

0.052
0.616
0.743

o0.0001
o0.0001
0.005

Pearson’s correlation between estimates obtained with nonsyntenic (all odd chromo-

some markers vs. all even chromosome markers) marker panels for each axis of ancestry under the three-way admixture model. All axes show signi¢cant correlation
indicating presence of admixture strati¢cation.

respect to elements of extant population structure are more
appropriate for human populations, as admixture underlies most of
the stratification within these populations and the binning of
samples to groups fails to account for such stratification. Treating
ancestry in terms of individual admixture, rather than in terms of
population averages (in which the grouping of populations is based
on social constructs) is thus expected to help decompose elements
of population structure that may be relevant for improving study
designs of human genetics research. For example, we showed that
the I-BGA distribution in the group labeled as ‘‘Hispanics’’ is
continuous along the EU and IA axes, and that the term
‘‘Hispanic’’ shows little correspondence with genetic ancestry or
even ancestral admixture (since not all Hispanics exhibit
substantial Native American ancestry). The term ‘‘Hispanic’’
encompasses several groups including Mexicans, Cubans, and
Puerto Ricans, as well as most populations from South and Central
America. Individuals annotated as ‘‘Hispanics’’ were obtained from
Coriell and included no descriptors such as origin and/or collection
site, language spoken, etc. Yet I-BGA distributions were very
different for self-identified Puerto Ricans (which many consider to
be ‘‘Hispanics’’) compared to the ‘‘Hispanics’’ from Coriell, and
even within the Coriell ‘‘Hispanics,’’ considerable interindividual
variation in EU and IA admixture was observed. Much of this
admixture cannot be gleaned from self-assessments or visual cues,
yet would be crucial to correct for in order to avoid the
confounding influence of cryptic population structure in genetic
association or epidemiological studies. Similar arguments can be
made against considering ‘‘African Americans’’ as a single group for
research purposes. However, while precise quantification of genetic
ancestry serves to resolve issues related to genetic background,
metapopulation/population labels will still be required as a proxy of
other unmeasured sociocultural and/or environmental variables
that could act as potential confounders/mediators.
It is interesting that the continental AIMs we describe show an
ability to partially resolve among ethnic groups within continents,
which was unexpected, since the AIMs were not selected for
distinguishing intracontinental substructure. This observation has
additional implications for the utility of the panel in helping
resolve elements of cryptic population structure in human study
samples. For instance, systematic differences in the levels of nonEU admixture (Fig. 4A) were observed among Eurasian
populations as a function of geographical origin. Individuals
from geographical locations intermediate to the Northern and
South Eastern extremes of continental Europe, (e.g., Greeks and
Italians) clustered at intermediate coordinates between these
extremes. The ethnicity specific clustering within continental
populations using continental AIMs thus indicates that these
markers contain some ethnogeographical information, with a
power to resolve among subcontinental populations with differing
population histories. However, our goal was to represent as many
populations as possible, at the expense of sample sizes for each, and
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we recognize that while our results are suggestive of an ability to
discriminate elements of cryptic subcontinental population
structure, they require verification with larger sample sizes.
Our choice of a four-population model was based on the
previous observations that elements of modern population
structure segregate to the major continents [Rosenberg et al.,
2002; Underhill et al., 2001] The model is relatively simple and
requires fewer markers to measure accurately, yet it accounts for
most of the global diversity in uniparental haplogroups (8 of the 10
major Y haplogroup clades) and most of the anthropometric
phenotype diversity. The nomenclature used for identifying
ancestral populations refers to the locations from which the
individuals were collected from and/or recently derived and were
selected in an effort to easily communicate our results rather than
to strictly delimit the geographical ranges from which they are
ultimately descended. We chose the EU, AF, and EA ancestral
samples by attempting to represent the ancestral diaspora,
assuming that the average allele frequency among the groups
more closely resembles that of the ancestral population. Using a
single population to represent IA ancestors is appropriate if we
assume a single wave of expansion/migration across the Bering
Strait 15,000 years ago [Silva et al., 2002; Zegura et al., 2004;
Mulligan et al., 2004], but would be less perfect were there two or
more such expansions [Lell et al., 2002; Bortolini et al., 2003],
though it is as yet unclear which of these models is appropriate.
Bayesian methods such as the ADMIXMAP program [McKeigue
et al., 2000; Hoggart et al., 2003, 2004] can address the
uncertainty associated with allele frequencies and it is notable
that the results obtained with the two programs were generally
similar (Table 1).
However, in three of the populations studied we observed
discrepancies between the ML and Bayesian I-BGA estimates
(South Asian [Patels], Australian Aboriginals, and Pacific
Islanders), which illustrate some limitations of this panel. Small
sample sizes could partly account for this difference between ML
and Bayesian estimates. It is also possible that a different ancestral
population model (with three, five, or four other populations)
would be more appropriate (for instance including ‘‘Central Asian’’
or ‘‘Australians’’ as ancestors), and not including these groups lead
to greater uncertainty in assigning I-BGA in these groups. Choice
of ancestral population model deserves careful consideration and
hypothesis-free cluster analyses or other objective criteria (see for
example the statistic proposed by Hoggart et al. [2004]) may assist
one in selecting an ancestral population model most appropriate
for a given phenotype, study design, or research problem. Thus,
this AIM panel may be considered adequate for inferring ancestral
proportions in some world populations but not in all. Nonetheless,
I-BGA estimates obtained with this marker panel and ancestral
population model still provides an assessment of genetic structure
in populations (including the Australian aborigines, Pacific
Islanders, and South Asian [Patel community] in our study) when
interpreted with respect to genetic distances. These measures are
ultimately useful in quantifying and controlling for genetic
stratification and associating elements of population structure
with phenotypes of interest.
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